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about us

DANIEL WATCHORN

To (re)form is to enact change - through alteration,
subsitution, or abolition. This reflects our philosophy
of molding and restucturing environments to realize their full potential. Focused on creating vibrant
and active spaces, we approach every challenge
through a contextual lens, emphasizing research
and local understanding prior to creating solutions.
Focused on the public realm, our aim is to move beyond confined walls, in order to activate the streets
and ignite the community.
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CHRISTINA GLASS

EUNICE WONG

about the mezzo
Being “The Mezzo”, the name speaks to

Our visual metaphor represents the interplay between these contrasting

the significance of the site’s location, as

environments, as well as the revolving networks of activity on-site. The

it is situated between the three former

proposed LRT will be used to unite the site, inviting users and uses be-

townships. Branding this site as a cen-

yond their confied spaces to bleed into each other, supporting a flourish-

trepiece of the City, the aim is to create

ing and complete community.

a bustling locale where both local residents and others from the surrounding
CAN-AMERA
STATION,
CAMBRIDGE

townships are drawn to. Anchored by
Can-Amera Station, a pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use community, integrating new and existing uses will radiate
throughout the site. The name also addresses the site’s themes of fusing environments and demographics that currently appear to be at juxtaposition. The
fusion of the natural and built environments, as well as the older and younger
communities, are critical to the success
of the site.
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CONTINUUM: a community with a range
of spaces, places, and people that are
always present; contrasting, yet complimenting each other through their differences. although these parts can arbitrarily
be defined on their own, they only truly
exude identity when united as a whole.

]

corridor

Our motif represents the infinite connections between juxta-

8

adaptive

[

PARTI: CONTINUUM

posing elements that can be made through our interventions.

trails

Ultimately, this results in endless possibilities and inclusive environments for all walks of life.

The notion of being limitless drives our design in both form
and function. Our approach will look to break barriers between
differentiated landscapes, demographics, and modes of transportation, to create a community free from the bounds of discrete limits.
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design objectives
PLACE - MAKING

CONNECTIVITY

INCLUSIVITY

HARMONIOUS

SUSTAINABILITY

Capitalizing local community as-

The directness and density of con-

Creating environments which in-

Formation of a pleasing, cohesive,

Creating a path toward perma-

sets with the intention of creating

nections within the transportation

corporate all living things, regard-

and consistent whole, which con-

nence through an environment

public spaces that promote health,

network, as well as the connection

less of species, race, gender, age,

siders the needs of all users, spe-

that can be upheld, yet grow with

happiness, and well-being

between places, spaces, and uses

and/or social status

cies and uses

evolving times

TACTICAL STRATEGIES
Integrate the diverse opinions

Enhance existing networks and

Recognizing the diversity and

Balancing the weight of unlim-

Designing environment with

of all users on site to create a

create new ones for all modes

uniqueness that exists within

ited desires and few resources

the concept of intergenera-

cohesive vision in the plan for

of travel to unite the site and

the community, and incorporat-

to ensure we do not prioritize

tional justice at it’s core; mean-

uses and site programming

surrounding area, especially

ing that as a strategy in all-en-

interests which create a detri-

ing, an environment that serves

through E-W connections

compassing designs

mental situation for others

all generations, present, and

Create destinations on site

within the future

to draw users in from neigh-

Delineate paths for specific

Ensuring the processes and

Support preferences through

bouring communities and in-

modes of travel to prioritize

tools used in redevelopment

compromise and strategic pri-

Placing environmental protec-

crease site activity

desired flows and redefine the

are open to all those affected by

orities which benefit the ma-

tion at the core, through inno-

certain connections

the proposed interventions

jority while staying true to the

vative ways of incorporating

overarching values and beliefs

ecological components

Allow users to brand the site
themselves with an identity

Structure form and function

Strive to effect a broader bene-

through interactive elements

of the site based on observed

ficial impact beyond the intend-

Create

environ-

Intervening through low impact

to avoid imposing on their

and predicted user behaviours

ed beneficiary of the designs,

ments which look to achieve

developments which attempt

recognizing the interconnect-

multiple objectives through

to avoid further damaging the

edness of users and systems.

their uses and designs

surrounding environment

use of the site.

integrated
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precedents
External examples can be adapted in the local context of The Mezzo to improve current issues of connectivity, in both social interactions and flows of movement.

GREEN / HARDSCAPE DESIGN
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STREET DESIGN

BUILDING DESIGN

STREET FURNITURE

PUBLIC ART
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1 - MIRVISH VILLAGE --

TORONTO, ON
OBJECTIVE: Generate movement back to the idea of the
Market City, with markets acting as catalysts for creating
centres in neighbourhoods
Community-oriented retail – restaurants, cafes, gal-

case studies
1

Mirvish Village

Toronto, ON

2

Berczy’s Park

Toronto, ON

3

Shops @ Don Mills

Toronto, ON

leries and other retail uses operate out of houses
Patios and outdoor spaces on the former front lawn
spaces that work to activate the public realm
Affordable micro-retail spaces, for local start-ups
and pop-up type uses
Soaring market roof = open depending on season
Purpose-built rental housing
Intimate laneways of small, flexible spaces to creative startups, local shops and popups
• 5,000 sq ft of retail incubator spaces
Outdoor “rooms” with distinct character
• Structured by layout of street trees, selection of
materials, design of street furniture, and lighting
• Themes i.e. play, lounge, patio – activate streetscape at all times of day
Enhanced building face setbacks to double existing
sidewalk widths = enhanced pedestrian experience
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3 - SHOPS @ DON MILLS --

TORONTO, ON
OBJECTIVE: redevelopment of a
large-scale suburban shopping mall
to an outdoor, pedestrian-friendly

2 - BERCZY’S PARK --

TORONTO, ON

retail complex.

OBJECTIVE: Develop a vision and strategy for

Decline in mall revenue led to the

transforming a small park in the St. Lawrence

demolition and redevelopment of

Market neighbourhood into an inclusive com-

the Don Mills centre. Redevelop-

munity hub

ment aimed to attract up-scale retailers by replacing the mall with an

Prior to intervention, the park had little pro-

open-air setting and intensifying the

gramming and upkeep

site. The new development is a life-

Engaged stakeholders through activities

style-oriented shopping centre con-

in the park to make sure that we captured

sisting of 72 retail stores fronting on

voices from all ages and walks of life

a private street network which pro-

Recommendations: interactive features, va-

vide on-street parking to support the

riety of seating options and accessible play

integrated parkade on-site.

infrastructure for families
• Improve weekly maintenance
• Increase weekly programming
• Work with service providers to implement park recommendations – movable
seating, food kiosks, events
• Design multifunctional green space,
for different park uses
• Strengthen Friends of Berczy Park –
community organization
• Public space network – link the park
with other public spaces
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big moves

LEARN

creating inclusive places for continual learning, taught
through landscapes and community members, for all ages

WORK

utilizing transit to enhance regional economic growth to
increase access to jobs, attract new firms, and provide a
range of job opportunities

THRIVE

vibrant, energized communities with an array of arts, recreation, entertainment, and community services, that connect site users to one another, and to their built and natural
surroundings

LIVE

densified, affordable communities with a range of households, which respect stable neighbourhoods through focused growth in opportunity areas

The “Are We There Yet” Study by Reconnecting America defines component of a complete community:

2

1

4

3

CAP GROUNDS
SHOPS @ THE MEZZO
Revamping the Cambridge Centre
through a walkable retail plaza with
integrated office, recreational, and
residential uses. Social interaction
and active transportation is emphasized through layout and proximity
to the LRT stop and major bus routes.

Bound by the future Multiplex, Secondary School, and Library, this site is a vital link in the green network, providing
recreational uses and a retail-incubator market for local entrepreneurs. The
space attempts to increase activity along
Can-Amera Parkway, being the primary
east-west connection on-site, to create a
welcoming entrance when passengers
alight at Can-Amera Station.

LEARN

CHILDREN
+ TEENS

WORKING
AGE
WORK

LIVE
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Provides a location for
this cohort to work,
live, and play, all within one block.

SENIOR
CITIZENS

DUMFRIES C.A.
A sensitive environmental area that serves

CHILDREN
+ TEENS

the surrounding neighborhood and pro-

A new business district which at-

borhood and region as a whole, this fea-

vides a significant connection to nature.

tempts to attract both established

ture will accommodate all ages through

Suited for all ages, Dumfries is maintained

companies and local start-up ven-

its facilities (i.e. ice rink, squash courts,

by a community group based in the com-

tures. The Nucleus is located prox-

rooftop outside track). Topped with a

munity hub on-site, and contains a con-

imal to the residential communi-

20-storey high-rise, the development will

servatory, locally-managed greenhouse,

ties and within a short distance to

be publically funded, with the help of

naturalized playgrounds, and cultural

Can-Amera Station, creating an ac-

dedicated Section 37 cash-in-lieu from

trails. Dumfries accommodates a range of

cessible and integrated office com-

developments throughout The Mezzo.

site users, providing multi-use trails that

plex.

The Multiplex addresses an existing need

connect to a greater green network.
WORK

the site.

LIVE
LEARN

THRIVE
SENIOR
CITIZENS

THRIVE

CHILDREN
+ TEENS

WORKING
AGE
The prime locations provides easy
access for seniors, creating a bridge
between their uses on the east and
west sides of the site.

CHILDREN
+ TEENS

THRIVE
WORKING
AGE

LIVE
A safe and inviting location for
children to spend their time,
whether before or after school,
or on weekends with family and
friends.

THE NUCLEUS

Planned to serve both the local neigh-

in the community, and will draw users to
LEARN

THRIVE

THE MULTIPLEX
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Children can learn
about conservation and ecological
processes for free at
the community hub,
and contribute to the
CA’s maintenance and
growth.

SENIOR
CITIZENS

Office space in the
Nucleus is highly
sought after by residents in the Mezzo
looking to start up
a new business and
work close to home.

WORKING
AGE

